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Abstract

Two experiments examined developmental changes in children's visual recognition of common objects during the period of 18 to 24 months. Experiment 1 examined children's ability to recognize common category instances that presented three different kinds of information: (1) richly detailed and prototypical instances that presented both local and global shape information, color, textural and featural information, (2) the same rich and prototypical shapes but no color, texture or surface featural information, or (3) that presented only abstract and global representations of object shape in terms of geometric volumes. Significant developmental differences were observed only for the abstract shape representations in terms of geometric volumes, the kind of shape representation that has been hypothesized to underlie mature object recognition. Further, these differences were strongly linked in individual children to the number of object names in their productive vocabulary. Experiment 2 replicated these results and showed further that the less advanced children's object recognition was based on the piecemeal use of individual features and parts, rather than overall shape. The results provide further evidence for significant and rapid developmental changes in object recognition during the same period children first learn object names. The implications of the results for theories of visual object recognition, the relation of object recognition to category learning, and underlying developmental processes are discussed.

Introduction

Human visual object recognition is impressive in several ways: it is fast, seemingly automatic, robust under degraded viewing conditions, and capable of recognizing novel instances of a very large number of common categories (Cooper, Biederman & Hummel, 1992; Fize, Fabre-Thorpe, Richard, Doyon & Thorpe, 2005; Pegna, Khateb, Michel & Landis, 2004). For example, in their everyday lives, people routinely recognize the dog whose nose is sticking out from the blanket, the highly unique modernistic chair, and the cup on the table as a particular and favorite cup. Competing theories of object recognition (Biederman, 1987; Edelman, 1999; Ullman, 1996) often pit different kinds of hypothesized processes and representations against each other. However, it seems likely that human object recognition is dependent on a multitude of partially distinct and partially overlapping processes (Hayward, 2003; Hummel, 2000; Marr, 1982; Peissig & Tarr, 2007; Peterson, 1999). That is, no single mechanism is likely to explain the full range of contexts in which people recognize objects as individuals and as instances of categories.

The experiments reported in this paper are concerned with developmental changes in children's recognition and categorization of common objects, changes that occur during the same period that children first learn object names. A connection between the representation of shape and the learning of objects names makes sense as many common object categories are (by adult judgment) well organized by shape (Rosch, 1973; Samuelson & Smith, 1999). But an open question in the object recognition and categorization literature is the proper psychological description of object shape. A critically important developmental question is whether that description changes as children learn object categories.

Shape and learning object names

As young children learn object names, they appear to increasingly attend to object shape in lexical categorization tasks. One widely used task is novel noun generalization (Landau, Smith & Jones, 1988). For example, children might be shown a novel object of a particular shape and told its name “This is a dax!” They are then asked what other objects have the same name. Very young children (12- to 18-month-olds) do not attend to object shape in naming tasks as systematically as do older children. Instead, attention to shape increases during the period between 18 and 30 months (e.g. Gershkoff-Stowe...
In addition, attention to shape is developmentally related to the number of object names in children’s vocabularies, emerging when children have between 50 and 150 object names in their productive vocabulary (Gershkoff-Stowe & Smith, 2004; Smith, 2003). Longitudinal studies suggest further that the shape bias is temporally linked in individual children to a measurable spurt in the growth of object name vocabulary (Gershkoff-Stowe & Smith, 2004). Finally, training studies show that teaching children to attend to shape facilitates novel noun acquisitions and accelerates the rate of real world vocabulary development (Smith, Jones, Landau, Gershkoff-Stowe & Samuelson, 2002). All these results point to a link between learning common object category names and attention to shape in categorization tasks.

One unresolved issue central to understanding these phenomena is just how children perceive, represent and compare object shapes. In order for a shape bias to work in learning real object categories, children must be able to recognize sameness in shape. This is a trivial problem in laboratory versions of the shape bias task (in which all objects are simple and in which same-shaped objects are the exact same shape), but it is not trivial in the real world. In order for children to learn, for example, that chairs are ‘chair-shaped’ and to use that knowledge to recognize a new chair, they must be able to abstract the common shape from the whole array of experienced chairs, each with its own unique detailed shape. Members of the same real object category, even one seemingly well organized by shape, are not exactly the same shape, but only similar in shape at some appropriate level of abstraction. Thus, two critical questions are: What is the proper description of shape for common object categories? When and how do children discover that description?

Holistic and structural representations of shape

Theories of adult object recognition suggest several different ways of specifying shape. According to ‘view-based’ theories, people store representations of specific views of experienced instances. Identification, recognition and categorization are accomplished with reference to these stored exemplars (e.g. Edelman, 1999; Edelman & Bülthoff, 1992; Tarr & Pinker, 1989; Ullman, 1996). Edelman and his colleagues (Edelman, 1995; Edelman & Duvdevani-Bar, 1997; Edelman & Intrator, 1997) suggest further that the shape representations relevant for object categorization are a product of learning those categories. In this account, category learning creates prototypes of the holistic shape of category members. Novel instances are subsequently categorized by their overall similarity to these representations. Two critical ideas from this account are that shape representations are holistic blends of experienced instances and that they are learned as categories are learned.

‘Object-based’ theories such as Biederman’s (1987) Recognition-by-Components (RBC) account present another idea about what constitutes ‘sameness in shape’. This theory proposes that objects are perceptually parsed, represented, and stored as configurations of geometric volumes (‘geons’). Within this account, object shape is defined by two to four geometric volumes in the proper spatial arrangement, an idea supported by the fact that adults need only two to four major parts to recognize instances of common categories (Biederman, 1987; Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993; Hummel & Biederman, 1992) as illustrated in Figure 1. This account thus posits sparse and impoverished representations that, through their high level of abstraction, can gather all variety of highly different things into a ‘same shape’ category. The critical idea from this account is that category relevant descriptions of object shape are abstract descriptions of the relational structure of a few major parts.

Both classes of theories suggest sparse representations of global shape and both fit aspects of the adult data, which include strong view dependencies in object recognition and also knowledge of part structure and relations. Accordingly, there is a growing consensus that both kinds of theories may capture important but different processes in mature object recognition (Hayward, 2003; Peissig & Tarr, 2007; Peterson, 1999; Stankiewicz, 2003; Tarr & Vuong, 2002).

Development of object recognition

There are few studies of the early development of either aspect of object recognition (Kellman, 2001). However, one recent study examined whether very young children (18 to 24 months) could recognize instances of common object categories from sparse representations of the structure of major geometric parts, as proposed in Biederman’s RBC theory (Smith, 2003). The experiment

Figure 1 Example of stimuli used in Biederman’s 1987 study. Adults can recognize common object categories from only 2–4 major parts present. Stimuli taken from Biederman (1987, p. 130).
specifically contrasted richly detailed typical examples with Shape Caricatures as shown in Figure 2. The task was name comprehension (‘get the camera’), and the 18- to 24-month participants were grouped into developmental level by the number of object names in their productive vocabulary.

The main results were that children with smaller and larger vocabularies (below 100 object names versus more than 100 object names) recognized the richly detailed instances equally well. However, children with smaller noun vocabularies performed at chance levels when presented with the Shape Caricatures, whereas the children with high noun vocabularies recognized the Shape Caricatures as well as they did the richly detailed and typical instances. These results have been replicated in a second study (Son, Smith & Goldstone, under review). Further, a study of older late talkers with limited object names in their productive vocabularies also found a deficit in the recognition of Shape Caricatures but not richly detailed typical instances (Jones & Smith, 2005). These results suggest a potentially significant change in how young children represent and compare object shape that is developmentally linked to the learning of objects names. In particular, sparse representations of object shape appears to emerge between 18 and 24 months.

One other line of research also suggests possible developmental changes in the stimulus information used to categorize and recognize objects. These studies suggest that children younger than 20 months attend to the individual parts or local details of objects rather than overall shape (Quinn, 2004a; Rakison & Butterworth, 1998a). In a series of programmatic studies, Rakison and colleagues (Rakison & Butterworth, 1998b; Rakison & Cohen, 1999) showed that 14- and 22-month-old children based category decisions on highly salient parts (such as legs and wheels) and not on overall shape. For example, when, children were presented with cows whose legs had been replaced by wheels, they classified the cows with vehicles rather than animals; likewise they categorized a vehicle as an animal when it had cow legs. Similarly, Colunga (2003) showed that 18-month-olds tended to look at only a small part of any pictured object, using clusters of local features such as the face when recognizing animals, or the grill and headlights when recognizing vehicles. These results raise the possibility that very young children — perhaps before they develop more sparse representations of object structure — recognize objects via what Cerella (1986) called ‘particulate perception’, concentrating on local components un-integrated into the whole. Younger children’s ‘part’-based object recognition is also suggestive of an approach to object recognition that has emerged in the machine vision literature: in particular, Ullman has developed a procedure through which objects are successfully recognized via stored representations of category-specific fragments (Ullman & Bart, 2004; Ullman, Vidal-Naquet & Sali, 2002).

Motivation for the present study

The purpose of the two empirical studies that follow is to provide greater insight into developmental changes in the recognition of common object categories between the period of 18 to 24 months. It seems likely that mature perceivers use many different sources of information, including (but probably not limited to) local clusters of features or fragments (enabling, for example, the recognition of the dog from the dog nose sticking out from the blanket), holistic descriptions of overall shape prototypes, perhaps of the kinds hypothesized by Edelman (1999), and sparse descriptions of the structural relations among a few major parts as proposed by Hummel and Biederman (1992). However, the relative importance and availability of these different sources of information relevant to object categorization and recognition may also change with development and perhaps as a direct consequence of category learning.

In this study, we examine three potential sources of information as illustrated in Figure 3. The first is the information available in a small local region of the object. One need not necessarily take in or integrate across the whole object to know the object’s category. Fine-grained information about texture, color, and shape of a local area or fragment might well be sufficient if the properties of that local region are typical of past experienced instances. A second kind of information that may be relevant to children’s object recognition is the detailed shape of the whole object at multiple spatial frequencies. This is the kind of information, for example, that might be holistically compared to a prototype representation of the shape of frequently experienced instances. If the whole detailed shape is sufficiently similar to previous instances then it should be recognizable as a member of the category. A third kind of information concerns the geometric structure of the whole devoid of any surface details and limited to lower spatial frequencies. This is the kind of information relevant to recognition and categorization via a few geometric volumes in the proper arrangement as proposed by Biederman’s RBC, a kind.
of representation that previous work suggests may emerge between 18 and 24 months.

The two experiments that follow examine 1½ to 2-year-old children’s use of these three different kinds of information. As in Smith’s (2003) previous study, children are grouped by productive vocabulary size, as reported by the child’s parent, rather than age. Parent report of productive vocabulary is an imperfect measure of children’s individual word and category knowledge, and a conservative one in that receptive vocabulary, particularly at young age levels, is typically much larger than productive vocabulary (Tomasello, 1994) and, moreover, may not even be straightforwardly related to productive vocabulary (Tomasetto, 1994) and, moreover, may not even be straightforwardly related to productive vocabulary in individuals (Bates, Dale & Thal, 1995). However, parent report of productive vocabulary has proven a reliable global measure of lexical development and highly predictive of performances in categorization tasks (e.g. Bates et al., 1995; Smith et al., 2002). Thus, parent report of productive vocabulary may be a more relevant index of object category knowledge in this period of rapid development than is age.

Experiment 1 compares children’s recognition of common object categories given three different kinds of stimulus sets: (1) richly detailed and Typical instances that present rich shape information as well as typical texture, color, and surface features; (2) Rich Shape instances that present the highly detailed and prototypical shapes but with no color, texture or surface featural information, and (3) Shape Caricatures that provide only a sparse description of shape via a few major parts in their proper spatial arrangement. Experiment 2 examines children’s use of local part information to recognize objects and directly compares that to their use of global geometric structure.

Experiment 1

Following the procedure of Smith (2003), the task is name comprehension. Children are presented with three instances of everyday categories, and asked to indicate one named by the experimenter. The main manipulation is kind of stimulus information available as indicated in Figure 4.

Method

Participants

Sixty-four children (33 female, 31 male) were recruited from a working- and middle-class population in a Midwestern college town. All were native speakers of
English and had no known neurological or language disorders. They ranged in age from 16.5 months to 29.0 months. Eleven additional subjects began the experiment but did not contribute data, because the parent coached the child (contrary to instructions) during the experiment, for fussiness, or for failure to understand the task.

Stimuli

Eighteen object categories and prototypical instances of those categories were selected such that by pilot testing of receptive word knowledge all were recognizable by 75% of a sample of 18- to 24-month-olds. The categories were: airplane, boat, butterfly, cake, car, dog, fish, frog, girl, hamburger, hammer, horse, pig, sheep, shoe, tree and turtle. The Typical instances were store-bought richly detailed and prototypical toy instances of the target categories. Each Rich Shape instance was constructed from a duplicate of the corresponding Typical toy; the store-bought originals were covered with clay, coated with wax and then painted black so as to maintain most of the shape details of the original but to remove information about texture, color, and fine-grained surface features. The Shape Caricature instances were constructed from Styrofoam volumes and designed to represent the major part structure with the minimum number of parts and as such roughly fit the global and sparse structure of both category level shape representations as proposed by Biederman (Hummel, 1992, p. 211) and Edelman (Edelman, 1999, p. 244). Across instances, the number of parts varied from one to seven ($M = 4.0, SD = 2.0$). In all conditions, all instances averaged 90 cm$^3$ in volume. Figure 4 shows a subset of the stimuli used.

An additional nine toy objects were used in a warm-up phase prior to the main experiment: bear, ball, banana, bottle, duck, flower, cup, block, carrot and spoon.

Language measure

Parents were asked to indicate the number of count nouns in their children's productive vocabulary using the Bates-MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory (MCDI) (Fenson, Dale, Reznick, Bates, Thal & Pethick, 1994). We measured only count nouns because these are the nouns that label common object categories and because past research suggests that it is specifically the size of count noun vocabulary that predicts children's attention to shape (see Gershkoff-Stowe & Smith, 2004; Smith, 2003; Smith et al., 2002). Parents were specifically asked to indicate the nouns they had heard their child produce.

Procedure

The experiment proper began with a warm-up phase. The purpose of this phase was to make clear to the child that their task in the main experiment was to select the one object from three alternatives that was named by the experimenter. The warm-up began with the experimenter presenting the child with three objects from the warm-up set. These were placed in segregated sections on a 72 cm by 23 cm tray. With the tray held so the child could see all three objects but out of reaching distance, the experimenter directed the child’s attention to each object without naming. Then with the tray still out of reach, the experimenter named the target object several times (e.g., 'I want the carrot! Get me the carrot! The carrot!'). The tray was then pushed forward. Pointing responses or picking up the object was taken as a response. On these warm-up trials, feedback was given and, if necessary, the child was helped to reach to the correct object. Placement of the target object (left, center or right) was counterbalanced. There were a minimum of four warm-up trials and a maximum of six. All children who contributed data moved to the main experiment when they had successfully reached for the named object at least three times without help.

The main experiment was structured identically to the warm-up trials except that no feedback was given. On each trial, children were presented with three objects from the same stimulus condition (Typical instances, Rich Shape instances, or Shape Caricatures) and asked to get one by name. All children received six trials with Typical instances, six with Rich Shape instances, and six with Shape Caricatures. No child ever saw a different version of the same object (e.g. if an individual child was...
assigned the Typical turtle, they did not see on any other trial the Rich Shape turtle, or the Shape Caricature turtle. Across children, each target object served equally often in each stimulus condition and all objects served equally often as distracters. The placement of the target object (left, center or right) was also counterbalanced across trials. The parent was instructed not to name objects or indicate correct answers and children’s data were excluded if parents did not follow instructions. The experimental session lasted less than 15 minutes.

Results and discussion

The original Smith (2003) study compared two groups of children – those above and below 100 count nouns in productive vocabulary. Previous longitudinal research, however, suggests potentially relevant changes in children’s categorization and attention to shape, particularly from the 50 to 150 count noun mark in productive vocabulary. Of further interest are children’s strategies for object recognition in the earliest stages of vocabulary growth. Accordingly, for the main analyses, children were placed into three developmental groups: (1) Group I – those at the earliest stages of word learning, with fewer than 50 count nouns in productive vocabulary; (2) Group II – those whose productive vocabularies fall in this suggested transition period, 50 to 150 count nouns, and (3) Group III – those with more extensive productive vocabularies, greater than 150 count nouns. Table 1 shows the ages and numbers of count nouns in productive vocabulary for the three groups of children. As is common during this period of rapid development, there is a wide range of overlapping ages for each level of productive vocabulary development, although vocabulary size and age are also correlated, \( r = .59, p < .001 \).

Figure 5 shows the main results. The children with the most advanced count noun vocabularies recognize all three kinds of stimuli equally well. The middle group of children, with vocabularies between 50 and 150 count nouns, recognize the Typical instances that provide shape, texture, color, and fine-detail information as well as they recognize the Rich Shape instances that provide only shape information but do so at a high degree of local detail. These children, however, recognize the Shape Caricatures less well than the two more detailed kinds of instances. The children with the smallest count noun vocabularies overall comprehend fewer of the nouns – in all conditions – than do children in the two more

Table 1  Number of subjects, mean value and range for age and number of object names in productive vocabulary as measured by the MCDI, for Group I, II and III in Experiment 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developmental indicator</th>
<th>Group I – Children knowing less than 51 object names ((n = 20))</th>
<th>Group II – Children knowing between 51 and 150 object names ((n = 22))</th>
<th>Group III – Children knowing more than 150 object names ((n = 22))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (months)</td>
<td>(M = 19.3); Range 16.5–24.4</td>
<td>(M = 22.0); Range 16.7–27.2</td>
<td>(M = 24.1); Range 19.6–29.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of object names in productive vocabulary</td>
<td>(M = 18.9); Range 0–50</td>
<td>(M = 92.8); Range 51–149</td>
<td>(M = 221.4); Range 151–309</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
advanced groups, a not surprising result given the size of their productive vocabularies. But, critically, these children show the same pattern of recognition as do the middle group of children, recognizing Typical and Rich Shape instances equally well and better than the Shape Caricatures.

These conclusions were confirmed by an ANOVA for a 3 (Vocabulary level) × 3 (Stimulus condition) mixed design which yielded significant main effects of Vocabulary level, \( F(2, 61) = 10.09, p < .001, \) and Stimulus condition, \( F(2, 122) = 24.97, p < .001, \) and a reliable interaction between these two factors, \( F(4, 122) = 4.10, p < .01. \) Post-hoc comparisons (Tukey’s HSD, \( \alpha = .05 \)) also confirm the following pairwise comparisons: Children in Groups I and II perform less well given the Shape Caricatures than do the children in Group III given these same stimuli. The children in Groups I and II also perform less well on the Shape Caricatures than they do on the Rich Shape and Typical instances, which do not differ from each other. Finally, children in Group III perform equally well on all stimulus types. Performance of all children in all stimulus conditions exceeded chance except the least advanced children given Shape Caricatures, \( t(19) = 1.98, p > .05. \) These effects are not due to the particular definition of vocabulary groups.

In a second analysis, we fitted the data to an ANCOVA model that included the productive vocabulary measure as a covariate. We found significant main effects of Stimulus condition, \( F(2, 124) = 21.78, p < .001, \) and number of count nouns in productive vocabulary, \( F(1, 62) = 21.21, p < .001, \) and a significant two-way interaction between these two variables, \( F(2, 124) = 4.53, p < .02, \) indicating again that less and more advanced children in productive vocabulary differ in their recognition of shape caricatures, and not in recognition of detailed instances.

The observed relation between the recognition of shape caricatures and vocabulary size in these analyses could indicate a causal relation between processes of visual object recognition and lexical development or perhaps both are related to some other factor. We will consider this issue in the general discussion. Here we note only that, in this sample, recognition of shape caricatures is more strongly correlated with count noun vocabulary, \( r = .58 \) and \( R^2 = .34, \) than with age, \( r = .38, R^2 = .15. \) Subsequent analyses also examined the possibility of individual stimulus effects. None were observed. For example, children were equally likely to recognize shape caricatures of animals as of nonanimals (58% and 52% correct, respectively) and to recognize shape caricatures with more than four parts and less than four parts (59% and 53% correct).

The main finding then is that between 18 and 24 months, children are well able to recognize objects from highly detailed and prototypical information about object shape alone, but there is a marked increase in the ability to recognize objects from abstract representations of global geometric shape. The developmental trend is not strictly about being able to use only shape information to recognize an object (rather than, for example, also requiring color or texture information) but rather is about abstract representation of global shape. These developments occur during a period of rapid growth in children’s knowledge of object names and thus may play a role in supporting that growth, be a consequence of that learning, or both.

**Experiment 2**

Children's recognition of the Rich Shape objects could be based on an overall prototype of the whole or it could be based on fragments and localized clusters of features. To examine this issue, and children’s possibly joint use of local and global information, Experiment 2 consisted of a 2 × 2 design examining the presence and absence of global information about geometric structure (which we will label by +Shape Caricature and −Shape Caricature) and localized and fine detailed information predictive of the category (which we will label by +Local Details and −Local Details). Examples of the four stimulus conditions are in Figure 6. More specifically, the +Shape Caricatures, structured as in Experiment 1, were made from one to four geometric components in the proper spatial relations. These representations are sparser than those in Experiment 1 in order to increase sensitivity to the possible
contribution of local details. The −Shape Caricatures were alterations of the +Shape Caricatures: the shape of at least one component volume was altered and if possible the spatial arrangement of two volumes relative to each other was rearranged. The presence of detailed local information was achieved by painting surface details on these volumes that were predictive of the target category, for example, the face of a dog, wheels, and so forth.

Method

Participants

Ninety-two children (44 female, 48 male) were recruited from a working- and middle-class population in a Midwestern college town. All were native speakers of English and had no known neurological or language disorders. They ranged in age from 16.0 months to 31.0 months. Fifteen additional subjects began the experiment but did not contribute data because the parent coached the child (contrary to instructions) during the experiment, for fussiness, for failure to understand the task, or experimenter error.

Stimuli

Instances of six common categories were selected: dog, truck, person, hammer, bed and bottle. For every category, a +Shape Caricature instance was made from one to four geometric volumes to represent the overall shape. The −Shape Caricature instance was made by changing the shape of at least one component and (if possible) rearranging the spatial structure as shown in Figure 6. The +Local Details instances were made by painting localized surface features predictive of the target category. These were positioned on the most appropriate location. Each stimulus object was approximately 75 cm$^3$.

Language measure

As in Experiment 1, parents were asked to indicate the number of count nouns in their children’s productive vocabulary using the Bates-MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory (MCDI) (Fenson et al., 1994).

Table 2 shows the ages and numbers of count nouns in productive vocabulary for the three groups of children. Again and as is common during this period of rapid development, there is a wide range of overlapping ages for each level of productive vocabulary development, although vocabulary size and age are also correlated ($r = .61$, $p < .001$).

Figure 7 shows the main result; the darker bars indicate performance when local details were present (+Local Details) and the solid bars indicate performance given the +Shape Caricatures, that is, when the appropriate though sparse global shape structure was present. The children in the lowest vocabulary group show their highest level of performance (the darker bars) when the stimuli present local details, and for these stimuli the presence or absence of appropriate shape structure does not matter. The children in the most advanced vocabulary group show their best performance given the appropriate sparse representations of global shape. These results suggest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developmental indicator</th>
<th>Group I – Children knowing less than 51 object names ($n = 21$)</th>
<th>Group II – Children knowing between 51 and 150 object names ($n = 27$)</th>
<th>Group III – Children knowing more than 150 object names ($n = 44$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (months)</td>
<td>$M$ = 20.0, Range 16–29</td>
<td>$M$ = 21.7, Range 17–31</td>
<td>$M$ = 25.9, Range 17–31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of object names in productive vocabulary</td>
<td>$M$ = 20.0, Range 5–48</td>
<td>$M$ = 103.9, Range 54–150</td>
<td>$M$ = 247.4, Range 153–373</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Procedure and design

The + and −Local Details conditions were tested between subjects and the + and −Shape Caricature conditions were within subjects. Within each between-subject condition, three categories were assigned to be targets in the +Shape Caricature condition and three were assigned to be targets in the −Shape Caricature condition. Category assignments to the +/− Shape Caricatures were counterbalanced across children such that each object served equally often across children in the + or − version. Each object both in its + and its −Shape Caricature version also served as distracters. Targets and distracters on every trial were from the same stimulus condition. Children were questioned about each unique target twice with different randomly selected distracters serving on each trial. Thus there were six +Shape Caricature trials (three target categories repeated twice) and six −Shape Caricature trials (three target categories repeated twice) or a total of 12 trials in each between-subject (+/− Local Details) condition. These 12 trials were presented in a randomly determined order with the constraint that two successive trials did not have identical targets. All other aspects of the procedure were the same as in Experiment 1.

Table 2 Number of subjects, mean value and range for age and MCDI’s number of object names for Group I, II and III in Experiment 2
increasing recognition of the shape caricatures with increasing vocabulary size and a greater dependence on local features earlier in their vocabulary development.

The conclusions were confirmed by a 2 (+/− Local Details) by 3 (Vocabulary) by 2 (+/− Shape Caricatures) ANOVA mixed design. The analysis yielded a reliable main effect of Shape Caricatures, $F(1, 86) = 30.51, p < .001$. Children chose the target instance more often when it was composed of appropriate volumes in the proper arrangement than when it was not. The analysis also yielded a reliable main effect of Local Details, $F(1, 86) = 12.82, p < .001$; the presence of category-appropriate features led to improved recognition. There was also a main effect of Vocabulary group, $F(2, 86) = 11.80, p < .001$; children with less advanced vocabularies recognized fewer objects than the children with more advanced vocabularies. More critically, the analysis also yielded a reliable interaction between Shape Caricature and Vocabulary Group, $F(2, 86) = 8.96, p < .001$, and between Local Details and Vocabulary Group, $F(2, 86) = 8.51, p < .001$. The three-way interaction between Shape Caricature, Local Details and Vocabulary Group was not significant, $F(2, 86) = 1.19, p > .05$.

Post-hoc analyses (Tukey’s HSD, $\alpha < .05$) indicate that children with smaller and larger noun vocabularies recognized the targets equally well when they had localized features predictive of the category (for both +/− Shape Caricatures) but children with the most advanced vocabularies recognized targets better than the two other vocabulary groups (which did not differ) when the targets were shape caricatures (without local details) and thus could be recognized only via the global geometric structure. There were no reliable differences among the groups when the targets presented neither the predictive local features nor global structure. Figure 7 also provides the results of individual means compared to chance. It is noteworthy that the children with the least advanced vocabularies performed above chance only when Local Details were present whereas the most advanced children performed above chance when the stimuli had the correct global shape.

The performance of individual children as a function of vocabulary level is shown in Figure 8. In order to investigate the effect of using categorical levels in the productive vocabulary measure, we submitted these data to a mixed design ANCOVA model that included this measure as a covariate. This analysis revealed the same results as in the initial ANOVA model: significant main effects of Shape Caricature, $F(1, 88) = 52.26, p < .001$, Local Details, $F(1, 88) = 8.13, p < .01$, and number of count nouns in productive vocabulary, $F(1, 88) = 22.04, p < .001$; significant two-way interaction between Shape Caricature and number of count nouns in productive vocabulary, $F(1, 88) = 25.44, p < .001$, and between Local Details and number of count nouns in productive vocabulary, $F(1, 88) = 8.13, p < .01$. Figure 8 also illustrates the robustness of these effects by showing the sample in terms of productive vocabulary. The children with the smallest vocabularies tend to perform better when the local details are added; this can be seen by the higher density of the cross symbol on the top part of the scatterplot as compared to the higher density of the circle symbol in the bottom part. In contrast, children with the highest vocabularies perform best when the global shape information is added and this can be seen by the higher density of dark symbols on the top part of the scatterplot. There is a strong correlation between vocabulary and recognition of the +Shape Caricature when there are no Local Details ($r = .75, p < .001$), and

**Figure 7** Mean proportion of number of objects correctly categorized (out of six trials) in Experiment 2 across the three groups of vocabulary level for the Local Details × Shape Caricature interaction. Between-subjects conditions –Local Details and +Local Details are shown in white and black bars, respectively. Within-subjects conditions +Shape Caricature and –Shape Caricature are shown in solid and patterned bars, respectively.
also when there are Local Details \((r = .41, p < .01)\). The recognition of targets presenting only local features \((-\text{Shape Caricatures} + \text{Local features})\) is negatively, though not reliably, related to vocabulary level \((r = -.17, p > .20)\). This pattern of individual results, like the group results, strongly suggests that it is not just object recognition in general that is increasing, but object recognition based on global geometric structure.

Because vocabulary and age are themselves strongly correlated, one cannot be certain that the developmental effects in object recognition reported above reflect vocabulary-specific effects. However, recognition of the shape caricatures with no local features is more strongly related to vocabulary level \((r = .75, p < .001)\) than to age \((r = .58, p < .001)\). However, recognition of shape caricatures with local features is equally predicted by vocabulary \((r = .41, p < .005)\) and age \((r = .40, p < .005)\). Thus, category knowledge as measured by productive vocabulary appears to be specifically related to the formation of sparse representations of global shape.

Finally, these conclusions appear to be appropriate for the individual six categories included in the study. In each condition, children were categorized as recognizing an item if they chose it at least once (out of two trials) when it was the target. By this measure, there were no reliable item effects in any of the four conditions, \(\chi^2(5, N = 92) = 5.56, p > .35\).

**General discussion**

Research in machine vision, a field that tries to build devices to recognize objects, makes clear that object recognition is not trivial (Peissig & Tarr, 2007). The specific computational goal in most approaches to machine vision is to find the proper internal representation that is sensitive to relevant differences for object discrimination but tolerant of irrelevant variation within a class. A variety of different kinds of representations have been proposed, for example, holistic prototypes, fragments, low-level features, and relations among geometric primitives (Biederman, 1987; Edelman & Intrator, 2003; Hummel & Biederman, 1992; Tarr & Bülthoff, 1998; Ullman, 1996; Ullman et al., 2002). Adult humans are experts in recognizing common objects – from partial and occluded views, from various perspectives – and more dauntingly, they can readily recognize novel instances for many different categories (Standing, 1973; Thorpe, Fize & Marlot, 1996). Importantly, this expertise may arise not from the use of a single representation, but instead may include variations of all the approaches in machine vision (Riesenhuber & Poggio, 2000; Ullman, 1996).

Despite the importance of object recognition for all areas of learning, categorization, and cognition, remarkably little is known about the development of object recognition. This is so even though many computational models of object recognition explicitly involve two stages: the acquisition stage during which labeled representations are constructed from explicit training experiences and a subsequent recognition stage which uses these representations to recognize novel instances and to form novel categories. A full theory of human object recognition requires a description of this acquisition phase. Moreover, a developmental description may be needed for several different types of representations.

The present two experiments contribute first by adding to the developmental studies suggesting potentially...
significant changes in visual object recognition in the second year of life (Smith, 2003; Son et al., under review). The very idea that object recognition may change substantially in this period is not one commonly considered in studies of categorization and concepts in infancy and early childhood. This is so even though we know that there is at last one domain in which recognition undergoes significant changes as a function of development and experience. Specifically, face recognition is characterized by strong early sensitivities in infancy yet also shows a slow and protracted course of development with adult-like expertise not achieved until adolescence (e.g. Johnson, Dziurawiec, Ellis & Morton, 1991; Mondloch, Lewis, Budreau, Maurer, Dannemiller, Stephens & Kleinert-Gathercoal, 1999; Carey, Diamond & Woods, 1980; Mondloch, Le Grand & Maurer, 2002). In this context, the idea of significant changes in object recognition and a possibly protracted course of development seem less surprising (as also suggested by Abecassis, Sera, Yonas & Schwade, 2001). The present results specifically indicate early significant changes in the same period during which children learn the names for many common categories. Further, they suggest that early object recognition may be piecemeal and based on fragments and parts (see also Rakison & Lupyan, in press). During this developmental period, children appear to add to this earlier recognition process one based on sparse representation of global geometric structure. These findings raise several issues relevant to a complete understanding of the development of object recognition and the role of category learning in that development. We discuss these next.

Why is early recognition by local features or fragments? Research in a number of domains suggests that perceptual learning and development progress generally from being based on parts to being based on wholes (Mareschal, 2000). This is certainly evident in the case of face perception, which proceeds from piecemeal to configural (e.g. Carey & Diamond, 1977; Maurer, Le Grand & Mondloch, 2002). This has also been suggested by studies of adult experts (Bukach, Gauthier & Tarr, 2006; Gauthier & Tarr, 1997, 2002; Tanaka & Taylor, 1991). The form of ‘expert’ representations relevant to identifying faces, or bird species, or car makes is likely to be different from that relevant to recognizing common objects since those forms of experiences require fine-grained discriminations whereas common object recognition requires the treatment of a broad array of instances as equivalent (Biederman & Kalocsai, 1997; Nelson, 2001). Yet still, the starting point for learning in all these domains may be local parts or fragments.

Interestingly, as Mareschal (2000) notes, this developmental trend from more piecemeal to more integrated representations has been observed at varying ages in different kinds of tasks. For example, Younger and Furrer (2003) showed a progression from categorization based on features to integrated holistic form in 6- to 12-month-old infants in a habituation task using line drawings. Rakison and Cohen (1999) report a similar trend in 12- to 24-month-olds in their categorization of three-dimensional instances of common categories (e.g. animals and vehicles; see also Mareschal, Quinn & French, 2002; Quinn & Elmas, 1996; Rakison & Butterworth, 1998b; Smith, Jones & Landau, 1996; Younger & Furrer, 2003). Since this trend has also been suggested in comparisons of adult novices and experts, it may reflect a general pattern of experience with object categories. One testable prediction is that for categories with which children have more experience, there should be greater sensitivity to holistic shape, a result found in Quinn (2004b).

Presumably, the visual system develops the kinds of representations that support the task that needs to be done (Biederman & Kalocsai, 1997; Nelson, 2001). The task in object recognition and categorization requires the treatment of many different things with unique detailed shapes (all variety of chairs, for example) as equivalent. It has been argued (Biederman, 2000; Biederman & Gerhardtstein, 1993) that for this task the most reliable type of object information that is available from an image is abstract geometric information. Consistent with this idea, Son et al. (under review) recently showed that young children learned and generalized novel categories better when they were presented with training instances that highlighted the abstract geometric structure of the whole. In that study, children who were given the abstractions first, benefited later in category learning. In real world development, children presumably have to build these abstractions on their own from the experience of individual and richly unique instances.

Two developmental studies suggest that the developmental course in object recognition, like that in face recognition, is slow and long. One study by Abecassis et al. (2001) investigated 2- to 4-year-olds’ categorization of volumes that varied on categorical and metric properties. This is a relevant question because Biederman has suggested that primitive volumes are categorical, and that metric variability within a category does not matter for visual recognition of object part structure. Abecassis et al. (2001) found that young children were highly sensitive to metric variations within categories of volumes, and that their responses were at best weakly organized by Biederman’s categorical distinctions. This suggests that if Biederman’s account is an accurate description of adult visual object recognition, it is not a good description of young children’s object representations. Instead, the relevant parts in children’s perceptions may well be richer fragments, which include metric properties and local details.

In a related study, Mash (2006) presented two-dimensional images of novel objects to children and adults that differed in both part shapes and part positions in relation to each other. Mash varied part shape and part position metrically and used a triad task to ask children to match a category exemplar. Both kinds of differences were discriminated by 5- and 8-year-olds, but the younger age group attended only to matching parts and not to relational structure. This result suggests that the relational structure may be particularly late, an idea that fits with
other general principles of development (e.g. Gentner & Rattermann, 1991). Importantly, both the Abecassis et al. (2001) and the Mash (2006) studies concerned children's categorizations of novel things not real common object categories as examined here. It may well be that children first learn the relevant kinds of object representations to support recognition for specific well-learned categories and only later generalize those principles to novel things. It is also possible that children's emerging recognition of shape caricatures documented here is not based on abstractions of the kind described by Biederman's theory of geons but may instead be based on components lying somewhere between highly detailed fragments and categorical volumes. This is a developmental question requiring programmatic empirical investigation.

In this context, an important question is the role of category learning and, specifically, object names in these developments. There is circumstantial evidence for a causal role for word learning in that, in the present study, the recognition of shape caricatures is strongly predicted by the number of count nouns – the nouns that refer to the shape-based categories in children's vocabularies (Samuelson & Smith, 1999). Further, Jones and Smith (2005) found that late talkers who had small productive vocabularies for their age also had difficulty in recognizing shape caricatures and performed in that task more on a par with language-matched children than age-matched children. The case, however, is circumstantial because the evidence is merely correlational. It could well be that the recognition of shape caricatures emerges through some independent set of processes but then is related to word learning because attention to abstract geometric shape makes the learning and generalization of noun categories easier. Still, an important possibility is that learning the range of instances that fall into natural object categories educates processes of visual object recognition and may well promote highly abstract representations of global structure that, while not necessary to object recognition (after all, all the children recognize the richly detailed instances), make it more robust in certain task circumstances, including generalization to new instances. Although category learning itself seems of likely relevance, it is an open question as to whether word learning per se is critical or whether other forms of category learning through functional uses or action make critical contributions (Smith, 2005).

A final question is the relation between children's recognition of shape caricatures and the so-called shape bias in children's novel noun generalizations. Past research using objects of highly simplified shape suggests that children's attention to shape in the laboratory task of generalizing names for novel things is strongly related to the number of count nouns in children's productive vocabulary. Further, teaching very young children (17-month-olds) to attend to shape when naming these simple things induces a generalizable shape bias and increases the rate of count noun learning outside of the laboratory (Smith et al., 2002). These results suggest a developmental feedback loop between learning object names and attention to shape: Learning names provides a context in which children learn the relevance of shape for object categories. Each name learned enhances attention to shape, progressively creating a generalized bias to extend names to new instances by shape, and as a consequence yields more rapid learning of common noun categories. The additional question, and one not answered by the present results, is whether such experiences also create a more abstract and minimalist description of object shape, one that may in fact be necessary for a shape bias to be useable at all in categorizing the richly detailed things that populate the real world. Thus, an important next question in this program of research is whether the recognition of shape caricatures developmentally precedes a systematic bias to extend object names to new instances by shape or, perhaps, is somehow dependent on increased attention to shape over such other object properties as color, texture, material, and size.

In conclusion, the results from these two experiments provide converging evidence for significant changes in visual object recognition during the developmental period in which children's object name learning is rapidly expanding. They demonstrate the multiple sources of information that may be used to recognize objects and show that young children, at the start of a period of rapid category learning, can use detailed local information to recognize instances of common categories but not more abstract information about geometric structure. Children only slightly more advanced, however, do recognize common objects from such shape caricatures. This period of rapid developmental change seems crucial to understanding the nature of human object recognition and may also provide a crucial missing link in our understanding of the developmental trajectory in early object name learning, a trajectory of vocabulary growth that begins slowly but progresses to quite rapid learning characterized by the fast-mapping of names to whole categories of similarly shaped things.
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